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Part 1, Performance sailing.
Part 2, Calibration.
Part 3, Tactical sailing.
Part 4, Tactical software.



Performance Performance 
SailingSailing



Higher or faster?

BS by itself not valid sailing UP/DOWN
TWA by itself doesn’t add too much
VMG is what we need!

Gain to windward expressed in knots
Combination of TWA & BS:



VMG: the solution

VMG=8.5XCOS(55)=4.87

VMG=8.0XCOS(45)=5.65

0.78kts gain to windward!
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VMG the solution?

Unfortunately VMG doesn’t compute an 
extra factor: Boat’s inertia

This limitation excludes the use of VMG 
as a short term guide to judge 
performance sailing Up/Downwind



Fooling VMG
Sail upwind @ 55 degrees
Bs is 8.5 kt, VMG is 4.87 kt
Luff hard to 25 degrees
BS is 8 Kt, VMG is 7.25 kt!
Keep the 25 degrees
Bs drops to 4 kt, VMG 
drops to 3.62!!
Bear away to 55 degrees
Bs is 3kt, VMG is 1.72!!!…



Polars and targets

What are they?
Polars: representation 
of BS at different 
TWA’S for each TWS
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Polars and targets

What are they?
Targets: points of the 
polar where VMG is 
maximum for each 
TWS
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How to get 
them?

Get them from 
designer or 
Boat builder

I wish you good luck!



Get them from a similar boat



Get them from an IMS certificate

TIME ALLOWANCES IN SEC/MI BY TRUE WIND VELOCITY & ANGLE
Wind Velocity: 6kt 8kt 10kt 12kt 14kt 16kt 20kt CHECKSUM

BEAT ANGLES: 44.7ø 44.7ø 42.5ø 41.1ø 40.3ø 39.9ø 40.1ø 293.3
BEAT VMG: 1071.9 902.4 825.1 785.7 763.4 751.3 748.9 5848.7

52ø: 688.1 585.5 551.2 534.3 524.2 518.2 514.6 3916.1
R   60ø: 640.0 557.3 527.5 512.9 503.7 497.7 492.7 3731.8
E   75ø: 605.9 537.4 505.9 487.1 477.1 470.2 462.1 3545.7
A   90ø: 598.6 526.1 494.6 478.9 465.9 452.7 438.9 3455.7
C  110ø: 618.1 536.9 498.0 471.3 451.3 436.7 418.4 3430.7
H  120ø: 666.7 558.2 511.8 480.1 455.6 435.1 401.1 3508.6

135ø: 785.2 624.5 548.3 508.1 478.8 454.3 410.2 3809.4
150ø: 949.1 745.7 621.3 551.9 512.1 482.8 436.3 4299.2

RUN VMG: 1095.9 861.1 717.5 618.1 558.0 519.1 465.9 4835.6
GYBE ANGLES: 140.6ø 144.4ø 150.6ø 164.7ø 170.3ø 173.1ø 174.4ø 1118.1

NOTE: To convert any time allowance above to speed in knots: Kt = 3600/TA



What to get out of them?

Racing:
Targets, % Polars, VMC (inshore,Offshore)

Cruising:
VMC, Polar speed, Target TWA (Pilot)



Racing

Target Sailing
Dependent only on TWS
Best VMG for that TWS
Common objective
Single reference Upwind
WA target Downwind
WAT tacking/gybing angle

7 Kts
TOO HIGH!

8 Kts
OK

8.5 Kts
TOO FAST!



Reaching
Rely on % Polar: more stable than polar speed

%Polar = BS X 100/Polar BS

Helps keeping concentration

In long legs, sail to maximise VMC
VMC = BS X Cos (angle to the course)



VMC Reaching

To WP
Is sailing straight the fastest 
course?

VM
C

It is in short legs, but no in 
long legs assuming:

The wind will change
The winner will be who gets 

closer to the destination

Check your polars, bear 
away and set the kite!



VMC Reaching

Waypoint 1

Waypoint 2



VMC Inshore?
When mark is aligned with wind, VMC=VMG

Mark
Wind

Max VMG
Max VMC



VMC Inshore?
But when wind is not aligned with the mark…

VMC GAIN

MarkWind

Max VMG Max VMC



Work on your polars!

Must be done with care:
document conditions, keep back-ups

Do not run ‘auto-update’ functions
even when racing many data will be slow

Work on:
Targets for different sea states
sail change charts - staysails, outboard lead, reefs
Sail setting angles



Tactical SailingTactical Sailing



Some terminology…



Which end?



Left or right?
Decision depends on four main factors:

Meteorological
Synoptic wind evolution through the day
Type of shift (persistent, oscillating)
Thermal effects
Geographical effects
Microsystems (clouds, squalls…)

Tide/current
Relative position to the mark
Relative position to competitors



How are we doing?

Get your TWD

Add 90 degrees to it

Check with a compass



If wind shifts…

The closer one to the 
new wind wins

Wind shifts left, blue 
is the winner

10 degrees shift 
means a gain/lose of 
25% of separation



How far to the Layline?

Get your Heading/COG

Get your WAT

Multiply it times two

Add/Subtract to heading

Check with a compass



Natural or Gybe set?

Assuming we are leaving the mark to Port
Check TWD and compare with race mark to 
mark bearing:

If wind is more to the left than bearing
Then set Natural and get the longest layline

If wind is more to the right than bearing
Then Gybe setting will get you closer to mark

If starboard rounding or you are last, apply 
inversed!



Finishing

Difficult to use instruments, just 
reckoning
Use your boat’s inertia to shot the finish 
line:

Maximise your VMG
Save some seconds
Get first to the bar



Calibration



“The inverted Pyramid”



Depth Calibration  

Step one: be safe!



Step two: motoring into 
the basic four

Compass calibration:
Sail out of your mooring picking up:

A flat sea spot
With no wind at all
With no traffic
With no big magnetic fields around
Sunny day, 20 degrees temperature



Step two: motoring into 
the basic four

Compass calibration:
Check that:

Your compass is secured into it’s bracket
Has been installed close to centre of motion
No permanent magnetic fields affects it
No accidental magnetic fields affects it

Mobile phones
Keys, Tools, spares, 
life raft…



Step two: motoring into 
the basic four

Compass Swing:
Perform a 360 degrees turn:

@ 2 degrees/second
To port or to starboard
@ about 3 knots (circle diameter!)
Constant rate of change

Pass or Failed will be shown
Compass calibration (Offset)



Step two: motoring into 
the basic four

Speed calibration:
Check that:

Your paddlewheel is clean
It’s placed around 1/3 of LWL

No obstacles ahead of it
Allow separation from keel (1m)

It’s as close as possible to the centreline
It’s aligned with the centreline

Leeway will affect readings upwind



Step two: motoring into 
the basic four

Speed calibration:
Three methods:

Reference calibration
SOG: over a long and stable run
Other boat: the same

Manual input of Hz/Kt
Increase value to decrease Bs
Work in %

Measured distance



Boat Speed Calibration 
 

Boat Speed Calibration



Step three: sailing!
What are the goals to achieve?

TWA/AWA as consistent as possible from 
tack to tack.

TWD that doesn’t change when you tack.

TWS that doesn’t change when sailing 
from upwind to downwind.



The wind triangleThe wind triangle
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First of all:

Consider calibration as a training for your 
crew: tacking & gybing exercise

Sail the boat by feel or using speed, but 
never using the wind angle instruments

Pick up a day with steady breeze, avoid 
building breezes



Record what you are 
doing:



First, MHU calibration

AWA/TWA varies from Tack to tack
Sail the boat to TGT speed by feel
Note AWA average readings on both tacks

If AWA Pt > AWA ST: increase ½ of diff
-29AWA>19AWA: MHU CAL= ½(-29+19)=5

(+5)-29=-24
(+5)+19=24

Calibrate AWA



Second, TWD calibration

TWD varies from Tack to tack
Sail the boat to TGT speed by feel
Note TWS and average headings
Note TWD average readings on both tacks

If TWD Pt >TWD ST: increase ½ of diff
210 TWDpt>200 TWDst: TWA CAL= ½(210-
200)=5



True Wind Direction Calibration   
 

 
 
 

TWD varies from tack to tack



Second, TWD calibration

TWD varies from Tack to tack
Sail the boat to TGT speed by feel
Note TWS and average headings
Note TWD average readings on both tacks

If TWD Pt >TWD ST: increase ½ of diff
210 TWDpt>200TWDst: TWA CAL= ½(210-
200)=5

Apply calibration on TWA Table



True Wind Angle (Direction) Calibration table. 
 
 

True Wind Speed in knots 
 

 5knots 10knots 15knots 20knots 25knots 30knots 

Upwind -8 -4 1 3 3 3 

Reaching 3 5 4 5 4 3 

Downwind 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 

TWD varies from tack to tack



Third, correct TWS

TWS
Sail Upwind, note TWS.
Sail Downwind.
Note difference.
Adjust calibration.
Adjust for light wind sailing.



 
 
 
 

True Wind Speed in knots  
 
 

 5knots 10knots 15knots 20knots 25knots 30knots 
Correction at 
180 degrees 

 
-0.7 

 
-1 
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-3 

 
 

TWS varies from up to downwind



Summary
Considering Head and BS are accurate:

AWA/TWA varies from Tack to tack
If AWA Pt > AWA ST: increase ½ of diff
Calibrate AWA

TWD varies from Tack to tack
If TWD Pt >TWD ST: increase ½ of diff
Calibrate TWA

TWS varies from Upwind to Downwind
Decrease % of actual TWS
Calibrate TWS



Jumping into conclusions…

Now we have an accurately calibrated 
system that should work perfectly…
And we have developed a fantastic set of 
Polars, perfectly tailored to our boat…
So…off we go! …and



Jumping into conclusions…

My AWA on starboard is again wider than 
on port! What’s wrong?
Comitee boat is reading 4 kts while my 
bloody instruments read 6!
I can’t get to the polars on port, and I sail 
over polars on Starboard, why?
It’s simple…my instruments doesn’t work!



Errors in the instruments 
readings

Are due to three reasons:
Malfunctioning of hardware/software
Installation effects (solved through 
calibration):

Log, depth, compass…
Local conditions:

AWA correction
TWA/TWS corrections



Local conditions?

The reason for most of this apparent 
product failures are due to two reasons:

Wind Shear: difference of wind angle from 
the top of mast to the deck level
Wind Gradient: difference of wind speed 
from the top of the mast to the deck level



PerspectivePerspective

Think about the poor lonely 
masthead
What he sees can be wildly 
different from your vantage 
point on deck
Instruments doesn’t lie, or 
go wrong, they just repeat 
what they read



Solutions?
1 Check for local effects every day you are 

racing
2 Differentiate wrong calibration or bad 

functioning from Shear/Gradient:
1 AWA/TWA wider on one tack
2 Boat heels more in that tack
3 Speed gets easier in that tack
4 Difficult to get to targets

3 Don’t try to fine tune AWA Cal, use the 
“error” as a way to judge Shear effect



Tactical SoftwareTactical Software



What do they add to the What do they add to the 
instruments?instruments?

Charting
Data logging/Strip charts/Wind charts
Polars & Instruments control
Start and “What If” displays
Routening (GRIB files)



How should they connect to 
the instruments?

Two options available:
NMEA
RS232

NMEA single way comms will not allow:
Polars transmission to the instruments
Instruments control (calibration, damping…)
Use of remote channels



Which ones uses RS232?

Sailmath DFW
SW&N
Seatrack
Raytech



So, let’s take a look at 
DFW
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